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AIR INLETS  
 
DESIGNED FOR PRECISE-CONTROL  
OF AIR MOVEMENT    
 
› Precise control of air movement

› Minimum to maximum ventilation 

› Actuated attic air inlets with fully-insulated PVC housing and  
insulation-filled lids 

› Gravity wall air inlets with translucent louver blades



ACTUATED AIR INLETS 
FOR PRECISE AIR MOVEMENT  

Actuated Air Inlets let you precisely 
and automatically control the 
incoming air entering your barn with 
Chore-Time’s PigCentral™ Control 
and LINEAR-LIFT™ Winch System. 
The inlet’s functional design enables 
accurate control and a consistent 
balanced distribution of incoming 
airflow resulting in savings of time, 
money, feed, water and energy.  

Precise control of air movement 
› Curved blade directs air along ceiling 

for proper air mixing.
› Blade design minimizes condensation 

and freeze-up. 
› Precise control of air movement for 

regulating minimum to maximum 
ventilation flow. 

› Single pull. 

Exceptional materials 
› Fully-insulated PVC housing 

withstands pressure washing 
and insulation-filled lids reduces 
condensation. 

› Hardware for installation and single 
pull included.

› No exposed insulation.

Single Pull - 44-Inch Long Model Single Pull - 29-Inch Long Model
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Specifications 
29-Inch (736.6-mm) Inlet
› CFM: 3,107 @ .10 SP
› Ship Weight: 14 lbs (6.4 kg)

Specifications
44-Inch (1,117.6-mm) Inlet 
› CFM: 4,750 @ .10 SP
› Ship Weight: 18 lbs (8.2 kg)



INSULATED ATTIC AIR INLETS
PROMOTE ENERGY-EFFICIENT AIR MIXING

Aerodynamic, curved insulated 
blade directs attic air along 
ceiling for proper air mixing 
› Curved blade designed to bring air in 

parallel to the ceiling promoting the 
most efficient air mixing on the market.

› When inlet is in the shut-off position 
(each blade has two shut-offs), it 
has been proven to seal up better for 
reduced fuel usage and have minimal 
leakage compared to the competition 
in the industry.

› Square design promoted precision air 
movement during minimum ventilation 
by using a smaller opening, increasing 
the nozzle effect and air jet throw of 
the entering air. Design still allows 

Insulated Attic Air Inlets are 
activated automatically by 
negative pressure or actuated 
using the Chore-Time 
LINEAR-LIFT™ Winch System
› Great for minimum to maximum 

ventilation when you need precise 
control of air movement.

› Each lid is fully covered with a seal 
around the perimeter.

› 1-inch thick fully insulated, durable lids 
direct air along the ceiling for proper 
air mixing and minimize condensation, 
dripping and freezing of inlet.

Specifications 
Actuated Inlet
› CFM: Approx. 2,400@0.125 SP
› Ship Weight: 13 lbs (5.9 kg) 

Gravity Inlet
› CFM: Approx. 2,400@0.125 SP
› Ship Weight: 13 lbs (5.9 kg) 
 

Specifications 
Curved Attic Air Inlet
› CFM: Approx. 4,144@0.125 SP
› Ship Weight: 18 lbs (8.2 kg) 
 

 

› Noncorrosive continuous hinge 
swings down to allow clean attic air 
into the main room.

› Gravity inlet lids have adjustable 
counterweights to regulate airflow. 
Actuated Inlet includes actuated kit 
with pull string and winch block.

› Used for year-round ventilation. All 
inlets are constructed with removable 
insulation stops and include pre-
installed mounting screws.

maximum cfm’s to be achieved in full 
open position.

› Housing and blades constructed of 
virgin PVC for durability to withstand 
powerwashing yet fully insulated to 
reduce condensation. All mounting 
hardware is included. 
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Translucent louver blades allow 
more natural light into room while 
directing air along ceiling
› Engineered to open at 0.05 to 0.07 

static pressure, each inlet blade 
has an adjustable counterweight to 
balance multiple inlets at different 
static pressures. You are able to easily 
adjust each blade to lower or higher 
static pressure for optimal efficiency.

› For better air mixing, louver blades 
open from the top instead of the 
bottom and are designed to direct 
airflow towards the ceiling.

› BESS Lab tested for accurate 
performance and easy to install and 
maintain; able to withstand pressure 
washing.

› Easily retrofit outdated inlets with 
similar rough opening.

GRAVITY WALL AIR INLETS
TRANSLUCENT LOUVER BLADES

Updated 4-Way Attic Air Inlet 
Offers Up to 20% More Airflow 
Than Previous Quad-Style Models
› Modern 4-Way Air Inlet design 

provides up to 20% more CFM than 
previous quad-style inlets.

› Extra CFM per inlet allows customers 
to use fewer inlets per room.

› Counterbalance louvers adjust 
automatically to static pressure.

› Each inlet can be shut-off for better air 
control.

› Operates automatically using the 
negative pressure supplied by the 
exhaust fan.

› Snap together designs install in 
minutes for labor and freight savings 
as well as minimal worksite waste.

4-Way Attic Air Inlet

Specifications 

Single Inlet 
› CFM: Approx. 2,200@0.125 SP
› Rough Opening: 43.75 x 12.5 inches
      (1,111.3 x 317.5 mm)
› Ship Weight: Approx. 13 lbs (5.9 kg) 

Double Inlet 
› CFM: Approx. 3,00@0.125 SP 
› Rough Opening: 29.75 x 23.5 inches
        (755.7 x 596.9 mm)
› Ship Weight: Approx. 18 lbs (8.2 kg) 

Specifications: 
4-Way Attic Air inlet
› CFM: Approx. 2,089@0.125 SP
› Ship Weight: Approx. 22 lbs (10 kg) 
 

Wide Double Inlet 
› CFM: Approx. 4,400@0.125 SP 
› Rough Opening: 43.75 x 23.5 inches
      (1,111.3 x 596.9 mm) 
› Ship Weight: Approx. 24 lbs (10.9 kg)

Triple Inlet: (not shown) 
› CFM: Approx. 6,600@0.125 SP 
› Rough Opening: 43.75 x 39.5 inches 
               (1,111.3 x 1,003.3 mm)
› Ship Weight: Approx. 24 lbs (10.9 kg) 


